
Restricted Republic: WEF uses “public health safety” to impose “mark of the
beast” technology and control the world

Description

“Restricted Republic” host Lisa Haven and “ReAwaken America” founder Clay Clark talked about how
the World Economic Forum (WEF) is using “public health safety” to impose “mark of the beast” 
technology and fully control the world.

During a recent episode of her show, Haven played an audio clip of an interview with Yuval Noah
Harari, top advisor of WEF founder Klaus Schwab.

In the interview, Harari claimed that the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) accelerates the process of
digitalization and automatization as it legitimizes the deployment of mass surveillance, even in
democratic countries. “And it makes surveillance go under your skin,” he said.

“You just imagine the situation when everybody goes around all the time with some biometric bracelet
or other devices that constantly monitor what’s happening inside your body,” Harari explained. “The
moment your body temperature starts rising, the health authority knows that you’re sick and you’re
isolated.”

Haven noted how chilling to the core Harari’s statement is as it implies people are receiving “the mark
of the beast” through implantable microchips or other forms of technology in the name of safety and out
of fear of the coronavirus.

“Like there’s no hope for you when that [COVID] comes out. To hear a global leader promote the idea
of this implantable chip is like he’s ushering in the end of days, the anti-Christ role,” she said. “It’s just
always this false sense of security that they’re doing it to usher in the beast system.”

Clark, also a business coach and entrepreneur, cited three ways how the globalists are thrusting their
“under-the-skin” surveillance and control maneuvers.

“One of the ways is using celebrities. If we can get a celebrity to convince you or an expert to convince
you to put an RNA-modifying nanotechnology shot in your body, they’re gonna do it. Think about
Jennifer Lopez, celebrity pastors, Tony Fauci, Rick Warren and Andy Stanley pushing lockdowns,” he
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said.

Fear, according to Clark, is the second way. The global elites are planting scare into people’s hearts so
they would not have a choice but submit to a mandate.

And the last one is for the love of money. Clark cited 1 Timothy 6:10: “For the love of money is the root
of all evil, which while some coveted after they have erred from the faith and pierced themselves
through with many sorrows.”

CBDCs controlled by China will be the new currency

Elsewhere in the show, Haven also played an audio clip of Fox News‘ Tucker Carlson discussing the
imminent rollout of central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) and programmable central bank digital
money.

“FTX blew up in spectacular fashion, it looks like fraud. But in the wake of that, rather than thinking
through, like, ‘Why did regulators let this happen?’ There’s a new effort underway to regulate every
single financial transaction that occurs in this country through something called the central bank digital
currencies (CBDC). If that happens, we’re done. They can control you with a flick of a switch,” Carlson
commented.

Clay agreed, saying this is what they do in communist China.

“In China, you would go to the store and you couldn’t buy anything because your money would be
turned off due to a low social credit score that’s tied into you and your behavior online, offline,” he said.

Haven further explained that if a person gets cut off from any cash transactions, there’ll be no other
way. “If they don’t like what you’re doing, your politics, or what you’re talking about, they’ll just turn your
little chip off,” she said.

Marcos Prado Troyjo, president of the New Development Bank, recently announced that they started
out a concept on how the future of the global economy would look like. This means that the
programmable CBDC controlled by China and is being rolled out right now will start out as the new
currency.

“Klaus Schwab has given props over and over again to Communist China. Apple CEO Tim Cook has
been promoting China, one of the most communist regimes,” Haven commented. “The agenda is much
deeper in the United States of America, where they’re buying up our farmland, financing some of our
schools and colleges for trips to China and how involved they are now at the very top with the Biden
family.”

Catch the full episode “Restricted Republic” with Lisa Haven featuring Clay Clark below.

 

 

by: Belle Carter
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Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Disasters-Crisis-Depopulation-Genocide
3. Health-Wellness-Healing-Nutrition & Fitness
4. Main
5. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
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